
Round 1: Definitions (2 points each)

1. If F is a field, this is the smallest n such that n · 1F = 0 (or if no such n exists it is
0.) characteristic

2. An element of a ring x is called this if whenever x = ab, a or b is a unit. irreducible

3. This is the name for an element of a field extension which satisfies no polynomial
over the base field. transcendental

4. This is the name for a process which, when given two elements of a ring with a norm,
outputs a quotient and a remainder. Euclidean or division algorithm

5. This is the name of a commutative ring in which all ideals are finitely generated.
Noetherian

Round 2: Examples (3 points each)

1. A ring which is not an integral domain. Z/6Z

2. A field with 4 elements. F2[x]/(x2 + x+ 1)

3. An ideal which is not principal. (Give the ring and the ideal.) (2, x) ⊆ Z[x]

4. An integral domain which is not a Euclidean domain. Z[x]

5. A field of characteristic 0. Q

Round 3: Field, ED, PID, UFD, None (4 points each)

1. Z[i]. ED

2. Z[2i]. None

3. Q(2i). Field

4. Q[x]. ED

5. Z[x]. UFD

Round 4: Missing Conditions (5 points each)

1. Let I be a proper ideal in the integral domain R, and let p(x) be a blank polynomial.
If p(x) cannot be factored into two polynomials of lower degree in (R/I)[x] , it is
irreducible in R[x]. 9.12 monic (and nonconstant)

2. In a PID, a blank element is a prime if and only if it is irreducible. 8.11 nonzero
(note zero is prime in any ID, but never irreducible)



3. Let α ∈ K/F be blank over F . Then there is a unique monic irreducible polynomial
with α as a root. 13.1 algebraic

4. Let R be a blank. If two elements d, d′ ∈ R generate the same ideal, then d, d′ are
associates. 8.3 integral domain

5. Let R be a blank. The p(x) has a degree 1 factor if and only if it has a root in R.
9.9 field


